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Executive summary
If President-elect Obama follows the example of recent presidents, he will finalize his
initial top picks for the cabinet and heads of other major agencies by Inauguration Day
but will take much longer to select individuals for lower layers of the bureaucracy. Staffing
these lower but still critical positions is remarkably challenging. It takes many months to
get the first wave of appointees into the bureaucracy. Once filled, these positions do not
stay occupied for long. And near the end of a term or administration, these political positions empty out yet again.
This report analyzes comprehensive new data on delays in the appointments process as
well as appointee turnover in Senate-confirmed positions in executive agencies over the
past five administrations. In particular, this analysis reveals:
• Presidents take many months to fill Senate-confirmed positions in executive agencies at the start of their administrations. President Clinton took the longest of the past
four presidents, at an average of 267 days to fill Senate-confirmed agency positions. He
is followed by President George W. Bush at 242 days, President Reagan at 194 days, and
President George H.W. Bush at 163 days.
• Presidents fill the highest positions in cabinet departments relatively quickly when
they take office, but staff lower-level positions in cabinet departments and other
executive agencies much more slowly. It took President Clinton an average of 457

days to fill deputy agency head positions, for example, while it took President George W.
Bush an average of 422 days to fill technical positions.
• Executive agency positions were vacant an average of 25 percent of the time over
the past five administrations. The percentage of time that Senate-confirmed positions
were not filled with appointees from 1979 to 2003 ranged from nearly 12 percent in
1990 and 1994 to approximately 50 percent in 1992 and 2000. The percentage of time a
position was vacant was highest in the final year of each administration and was greater
when party control of the White House changed. It was also highest in the final year of
each four-year term.
• It typically takes presidents far longer to nominate executive agency leaders than
for the Senate to confirm them. Although presidents often complain about the length
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of the confirmation process, the nomination process actually accounts for more delay
in filling positions—except in the case of cabinet secretaries where both confirmation
and nomination delays are minimal. For example, from 1987 to 2005, it took presidents
an average of 173 days to nominate non-cabinet agency heads, and it took the Senate
an average of 63 days to confirm these nominations. An even bigger difference exists for
deputy non-cabinet agency heads—it took presidents an average of 301 days to nominate and the Senate 82 days to confirm.
• Presidents have frequently left Senate-confirmed positions in executive agencies
empty or filled with an acting official for many months at the end of their administrations. This problem is pronounced in two-term presidencies. At the end of the
Clinton and Reagan administrations, positions had been left vacant for an average of
231 days and 159 days, respectively. Lower-level jobs have far more vacancies at the end
of presidential administrations than those at the cabinet secretary and deputy cabinet
secretary levels, where long vacancies are rare. Under secretary positions, for example,
were vacant an average of 358 days at the end of the Reagan administration; 341 days
at the end of the Clinton administration; 82 days at the end of the George H. W. Bush
administration; and 55 days at the end of the Carter administration.

• Vacancies vary widely by agency, but follow nearly identical patterns for twoterm Presidents Reagan and Clinton. This report specifically examines vacancies
at the Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Emergency Management Agency,
Department of Justice, and Department of the Treasury during the Reagan, George
H.W. Bush, and Clinton administrations. The Reagan and Clinton administrations show
consistent patterns, but there is a great deal of variation from agency to agency. Recent
presidents have initially filled spots at Treasury faster than at the EPA and FEMA, while
leaving a considerable number of positions vacant at the EPA near the end of their
administrations. While presidents nominated Treasury positions faster, the Senate confirmation process consumed a larger percentage of the vacancy period than positions at
the other three agencies examined, except under President George H.W. Bush.
Frequent and lengthy vacancies carry serious consequences for agency performance.
Agencies without appointed leaders to set direction and initiate action will be less likely
to address critical problems or quickly respond to emergencies. Less than a year before
Hurricane Katrina, for example, more than one-third of FEMA’s policy positions were
vacant. This absence of leadership may help explain FEMA’s poor response to the disaster
in New Orleans and the Gulf Coast.
Acting officials are not seen as backed by the president. As a result, they generally lack sufficient authority to direct career civil servants. They may also be reluctant to initiate action
for fear that it will not be supported by an eventual appointee. In this environment, careerists may become confused as to what they should do, which abets bureaucratic inertia.
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Vacancies also undermine agency accountability and public trust. The legitimacy of the
vast American administrative state rests, in large part, on its accountability to the president
and to Congress through its appointed leadership. Frequent and lengthy vacancies may
result in agencies that are less responsive to elected leaders and the public.
President-elect Obama can avoid these problems through an improved presidential
appointments process. This report proposes six steps, summarized in the box below, that
the Obama administration should take to decrease the number and length of such vacancies. These are simple and feasible reforms that, with one exception, are within the direct
control of the White House. History shows that presidents often get stuck in the appointments process. By taking these steps, President-elect Obama can put himself in a stronger
position to achieve his agenda.

Recommendations
1. The president should get executive agency officials to commit to serve for a full presidential term. It would be easy to ask applicants to make this commitment as part of Presidentelect Obama’s extensive vetting form.
2. All agency leaders should receive more comprehensive and institutionalized training, similar
to training available to new members of Congress. If agency leaders perform better and face
less hostile oversight, they will be more likely to serve longer.
3. Congress should increase agency leaders’ salary and benefits. Increased pay decreases the
opportunity cost of entering public service for several years.
4. The president should pay more attention to lower-level appointments in executive agencies.
Although lower-level appointments do not grab headlines, they will be instrumental in carrying out the president’s agenda and thus should be treated as presidential priorities.
5. The presidential personnel office should plan for future appointments after initial appointees
take their positions. The personnel office should anticipate that each Senate-confirmed executive agency position will be filled, on average, by at least two people during a presidential
term. This will allow the president to respond quickly when key appointees leave.
6. The president should ask political appointees in federal agencies to provide four weeks
notice of resignation. This notice would allow the presidential personnel office to start
actively vetting individuals for appointment before the presiding office holder departs.
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Background
In the immediate aftermath of the 2008 election, President-elect Barack Obama started to
select key White House staff members, including Rahm Emanuel as chief of staff and Ellen
Moran as director of communications. The president-elect has also formally announced
his selections for some important agency positions, which require Senate confirmation.
He began the week of Thanksgiving with his economic team—from Timothy Geithner
for secretary of the treasury to Peter Orszag for director of the Office of Management and
Budget, among others—and moved the next week to his national security team, including his former rival Hillary Clinton for secretary of state. By all accounts, he has moved
remarkably quickly on these top positions.
Yet many other positions remain to be filled. The federal administrative state now encompasses 15 cabinet departments and dozens of other agencies, from the Environmental
Protection Agency to the Securities and Exchange Commission. Over 1,100 full- and parttime Senate-confirmed presidential appointees, along with other executive appointees and
career civil servants, run these government agencies, comprising a federal workforce of
over 2.5 million employees.1
Many of these Senate-confirmed executive branch leaders wield considerable authority.
The agencies they run arguably do more “lawmaking” and “judging” than Congress and
the federal courts combined. During the first session of the 107th Congress, which ran
from January 3 to December 20, 2001, Congress enacted 24 major statutes and 112 other
public laws. By contrast, cabinet departments, the Executive Office of the President, and
independent agencies in that year promulgated 70 significant rules and 3,383 other rules.2
That same year, Article III, magistrate, and bankruptcy judges conducted about 85,000
adversarial proceedings, including trials; while federal agencies completed over 700,000
such proceedings, including immigration and social security disputes.3
Staffing agency positions is challenging whether in executive agencies such as the EPA or
in independent regulatory commissions such as the SEC. Because presidents are more
constrained in their hiring and firing decisions at independent regulatory commissions,
this report examines only executive agencies where presidents can often freely select, with
Senate confirmation, and remove agency leaders.
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It takes many months to get the first wave of executive agency appointees into place. Once
filled, these positions do not stay occupied for long. As one staff member from President
Eisenhower’s administration commented, agency leaders seem to stay for “a social season
and a half and then leave.”4 This observation seems especially apt for more recent presidents. A year or two after the start of an administration, presidents are often looking for
replacements for critical agency jobs. And near the end of a term or administration, these
political positions empty out yet again. “In the last year you have the phenomenon of
a lot of assistant secretaries looking for jobs . . . and it’s a difficult time to be recruiting,”
explained Ed Rollins, a former White House political director under President Reagan.5
The cycle—from the start through the end of a presidential administration—produces
a considerable number of vacant offices in federal agencies. Sometimes these offices are
completely empty. One of the spots on President George W. Bush’s Council of Economic
Advisors, for example, is entirely vacant. But often positions are filled temporarily by acting officials. For instance, as of mid-December, three of the main six issue division heads at
the Department of Justice are serving in an acting capacity.
This report examines the extent to which these important positions in executive agencies
are not filled by Senate-confirmed presidential appointees (or, for temporary periods,
by formal recess appointees). The vacancy period between proper appointees has three
components. There is the period between the departure of the former appointee and the
president’s nomination of the new appointee—the “nomination lag.”6 There is the period
between the president’s nomination and the Senate’s confirmation of the appointee—the
“confirmation lag.”7 And there is the period between the Senate’s confirmation and the
appointee’s first day in the office.8
Using data from the Office of Personnel Management for the past five presidents, this
report focuses on the entire vacancy period, from the date of departure of a previous
official to the start date of a new one, although it also looks at the differences between
nomination and confirmation lags. The report then considers the consequences of these
vacancies and recommends several proposals to improve agency staffing.
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Appointment delays and vacancies
in recent administrations
Several key insights have emerged from previous work on vacancies in appointed positions at executive agencies, including that it takes new presidents many months to staff
these positions,9 that presidents fill higher-level positions before lower-level positions,10
and that the Senate takes longer to confirm appointees in periods of divided government.11 These studies generally rely on surveys of appointees and do not cover the
current administration.
This report analyzes new comprehensive data on all Senate-confirmed and recess appointees in executive agencies over the past five administrations. Specifically, the analysis
examines (1) how long it takes to fill important agency positions at the start of an administration; (2) how long these positions are left empty at the end of an administration;
(3) how much time over an entire administration these jobs are not staffed with proper
appointees; and (4) how much of the delay in agency appointments can be attributed to
the nomination process and how much to the confirmation process.
On all these issues, special attention is given to four important agencies—the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the
Department of Justice, and the Department of the Treasury. The appendix describes the
data and methodology in more detail.

Vacancies at the start of an administration
Recent presidents have taken many months to fill Senate-confirmed positions in executive agencies at the start of their administrations. Table 1
displays the average number of days it took for each of the past four presidents to staff one of these positions.12 President Clinton was the slowest;
President George H.W. Bush, the only occupant of the White House that
shared the same party with his predecessor, was the fastest.
Table 2 breaks down this initial vacancy period by position type
for each of the four administrations. On average, cabinet secretaries
were put in place first, followed by deputy cabinet secretaries. It took
longest to fill the second highest position in non-cabinet agencies,
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Table 1

Average number of days to fill a Senateconfirmed agency position for the first time
By president
President

Initial vacancy period (days)

Reagan

193.69 (270 positions)

George H.W. Bush

162.50 (294 positions)

Clinton

267.39 (348 positions)

George W. Bush

242.15 (324 positions)

Table 2

Average number of days to fill a Senate-confirmed agency position for the first time
By position type and president
Position
Cabinet secretary
Deputy cabinet secretary

Reagan
13.21

Bush 41

Clinton

Bush 43

35.62

4.86

4.50

75.86

67.36

153.57

132.79

Agency head

165.95

155.07

200.35

237.71

Deputy agency head

270.71

150.94

457.14

347.28

Assistant secretary

188.95

140.69

249.56

234.91

Under secretary

101.82

145.00

209.33

183.64

Inspector general

224.07

336.50

452.72

280.36

General counsel

121.20

180.53

233.48

214.30

Technical position

168.25

159.67

335.06

422.00

Other low level

420.44

282.61

365.11

317.14

Other

201.00

165.50

226.25

177.00

Figure 1 shows the average delay in initial appointments for the EPA,
FEMA, DOJ, and Treasury by administration. Recent presidents staffed
positions in Treasury, on average, more quickly than top positions in
the EPA and FEMA, and Presidents Reagan and George H.W. Bush
filled Treasury positions much more quickly than Presidents Clinton
and George W. Bush.

Average number of days to fill a Senateconfirmed agency position for the first time
By agency and president
400
350
300
200
150
100
50

Vacancies at the end of an administration
Recent presidents have also left Senate-confirmed positions empty or
filled with an acting official for at least one month and often many months,
on average, at the end of their administrations. Table 3 displays the average number of days these positions were not filled by a permanent appointee before the next transition for Presidents Carter, Reagan, George H.W.
Bush, and Clinton.13 Two-term presidents Clinton and Reagan had the
longest vacancies; one-term presidents Carter and Bush had the shortest.
Table 4 breaks down this final vacancy period by position type for
each of the four administrations. As with the initial vacancy periods in
Table 2, cabinet secretaries on average had the shortest vacancies at the
end of an administration. The longest vacancies across all four administrations were in under secretary and low-level positions.
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Reagan

Bush 41
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Clinton

FEMA

DOJ

Bush 43
Treasury

Table 3

Average number of days a Senate-confirmed
agency position was not filled by an
appointee at the end of an administration
By president
President

End of term vacancy period (days)

Carter

31.85 (299 positions)

Reagan

159.37 (356 positions)

George H.W. Bush
Clinton

61.98 (352 positions)
230.50 (397 positions)

Figure 1

lower-level positions such as directors of individual offices, inspectors
general, and, in the past two administrations, technical positions.

Table 4

Average number of days a Senate-confirmed agency position was not filled by an appointee at the end of an administration
By position type and president
Position

Carter

Cabinet secretary

0.14

Deputy cabinet secretary

Reagan

Bush 41

0.14

9.31

Clinton
12.93

9.85

0.67

93.94

3.29

34.62

142.71

23.96

204.90

1.13

94.69

114.70

239.59

Assistant secretary

15.01

100.23

69.81

256.13

Under secretary

55.27

357.95

81.74

340.88

Inspector general

19.00

225.94

48.89

83.81

General counsel

12.73

13.29

37.24

113.95

Technical position

32.08

77.44

23.88

347.33

Other low level

74.91

339.63

64.02

260.18

Other

76.39

294.43

157.50

240.60

Agency head
Deputy agency head

Average number of days a Senate-confirmed
agency position was not filled by an
appointee at the end of an administration

Figure 2

Figure 2 shows the average length of end-of-term vacancies for the
EPA, FEMA, DOJ, and Treasury by administration. There is considerable variation by agency across recent administrations. For Presidents
Carter and George H.W. Bush, the longest vacancies at the end of
their terms were, on average, at the EPA. By contrast, for President
Reagan, the longest gaps were at Treasury; for President Clinton, they
were at the DOJ.

By agency and president
350
300
250
200
150
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appointee
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Figure 3 displays one possible, though imperfect, measure of the overall
scope of vacancies in top agency positions—the percentage of time
positions are vacant by year, using the average vacancy period (classified
by the year when the previous official departed) and the average tenure
period (classified by the year when the new official started).14 In other
words, if it takes, on average, 60 days to fill an empty position in a given
year and if the average tenure for someone starting in that year is 120 days,
the measure in Figure 3 for that year is 60/(60+120)=.33, or 33 percent.

50

Figure 3

The scope of vacancies in the federal bureaucracy is a combination
of how long it takes to fill positions and how long officials stay once
those positions are filled. If it takes a year to staff an assistant secretary
position, policy observers might be less worried if the official then stays
for several years than if he or she serves for only six months. Yet, if long
vacancy periods are coupled with short tenures, vacant offices will be
more extensive throughout federal agencies.

100

19

Vacancies over the course of an administration

The percentage of time positions were vacant across recent administrations ranged from nearly 12 percent to over 50 percent. Offices were
vacant 25 percent of the time on average. The percentage of time an
office was vacant was highest in the final year of each administration,
as expected, and was greater when party control of the White House
changed; it was also highest in the final year of each four-year term.

Figure 4

Percentage of time, on average, a specific
position was not filled with an appointee
60%
50%
40%
30%

Figure 4 displays the same measure as Figure 3 for three positions with
sufficient data for each year—heads of non-cabinet agencies, assistant
secretaries, and deputy secretaries.

20%
10%

Vacancies encompass several components of delay—nomination, confirmation, and the
period between confirmation and starting work.16 Table 6 displays the average nomination
and confirmation lags, by type of position, from 1987 to 2005.17 Although presidents like
to complain about the confirmation process, the nomination lag in that period typically
dwarfed the confirmation lag, except for cabinet secretaries where both delays were minimal.

Table 5

Total number of days Senate-confirmed positions were filled and not filled by appointees
By agency and president
Reagan

Bush 41

Clinton

7,040

3,611

8,350

26,477

15,467

29,099

3,407

795

3,821

FEMA (filled)

15,607

10,180

15,618

DOJ (not filled)

12,400

8,991

21,281

DOJ (filled)

50,376

25,555

56,708

7,383

2,910

10,643

38,700

24,266

49,630

EPA (not filled)
EPA (filled)
FEMA (not filled)

Treasury (not filled)
Treasury (filled)
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Assistant secretaries

Reasons for vacancies

Agency

19
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19
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Table 5 provides an alternative measure to Figures 3 and 4 of agency
Agency heads
vacancies. Table 5 lists the total number of days that Senate-confirmed
positions in the EPA, FEMA, DOJ, and Treasury were filled by confirmed
or recess appointees during three recent administrations, and the total number of days those
positions were empty or filled with acting officials.15 Under Presidents George H.W. Bush
and Clinton, the DOJ had the highest percentage of days with acting officials or no officials
at all. During President Reagan’s administration, the EPA had the largest percentage of such
days. Interestingly, overall vacancy patterns are nearly identical for Presidents Reagan and
Clinton. President Bush had significantly lower vacancy gaps in Treasury and FEMA.

19

81

19

19

19

79

0%

Deputy secretaries

Table 6

Average delay in days in nomination and confirmation
By position type, 1987–2005
Position

Nomination Lag

Confirmation Lag

16.61

16.25

Cabinet secretary
Deputy cabinet secretary

94.98

62.10

Agency head

173.03

63.33

Deputy agency head

300.96

82.35

Assistant secretary

206.12

77.17

Under secretary

198.00

86.28

Inspector general

289.81

120.18

General counsel

156.36

71.28

Technical position

283.80

93.64

Other low level

348.03

87.93

Other

249.18

81.75

Table 7

Average delay in days in nomination and confirmation
By president
Agency

Reagan (1987+)

Bush 41

Clinton

Bush 43 (before 2005)

EPA: nomination

187.00

209.17

337.05

197.88

EPA: confirmation

44.67

38.54

70.35

114.89

FEMA: nomination

375.00

79.00

378.75

253.00

FEMA: confirmation

95.00

88.57

96.70

71.80

DOJ: nomination

139.23

179.20

353.79

254.59

DOJ: confirmation

99.38

76.32

109.95

89.34

Treasury: nomination

39.38

161.00

134.43

142.85

Treasury: confirmation

55.67

36.63

144.62

99.27

Table 7 shows the average nomination and confirmation lags for the last four administrations in the EPA, FEMA, DOJ, and Treasury. It is hard to compare the presidents as there
is data for the entire administration only for Presidents George H.W. Bush and Clinton,
and their administrations differed in length. The most striking pattern is that the Senate
confirmation process consumed a larger percentage of the vacancy period for Treasury
positions than any other agency, except under President George H.W. Bush.
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Consequences of appointment
delays and vacancies
The gaps between confirmed (or recess) appointments for key agency positions have
several deleterious consequences for policymaking, including agency inaction, agency
confusion, and decreased agency accountability.

Agency inaction
Most critically, the absence of appointed agency leaders fosters agency inaction. If agencies are missing top managers, they will make fewer policy decisions. Even if there are
acting officials in place, such officials often lack sufficient stature to implement significant
new programs or regulations.18
Take two examples, one general and one specific. Agencies typically begin fewer rulemakings in the first year of a presidential administration, as judged by the number of Notices
of Proposed Rulemakings published in the Federal Register and announced in the Unified
Agenda of Federal Regulatory and Deregulatory Activities, from 1983 to 2003.19 This
delay in initiating new regulatory (or deregulatory) programs parallels the delay in getting
important agency positions filled at the start of an administration.20
Agency inaction from leadership vacancies may also contribute to national tragedies.
When Hurricane Hugo struck South Carolina and other coastal areas in September 1989,
causing 82 deaths and leaving tens of thousands without homes, only one of eight top
positions at the Federal Emergency Management Agency was filled by a Senate-confirmed
appointee.21 Less than a year before Hurricane Katrina slammed the Gulf Coast in August
2005, more than one-third of FEMA’s important policy positions were vacant.22 David
Lewis, a political scientist who has studied the effects of appointee turnover at FEMA,
concludes: “If you told people on Wall Street that every four years or eight years, you were
going to lop off the top of a Fortune 500 company and say the company would operate
normally, you’d be called crazy. There is no question that it matters. Turnover and vacancies in politically appointed positions hurts performance.”23
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Agency confusion
Vacancies in high-level agency offices also create confusion within the agency, particularly
for civil servants. Non-political employees make up almost the entire federal workforce,
save for the several thousand slots reserved for political appointments. Without political
leaders, civil servants may not know what they should do. Acting officials often do not
have sufficient authority to direct careerists.
There has been no permanent surgeon general for the past two years, for example. Two
men have served in an acting capacity during that time. The current official is a wellrespected career official, but the leader of a non-profit organization representing many
U.S. Public Health Service officers laments that because the official is “the acting guy, he
doesn’t have the heft, the authority, that a permanent appointee would have.”24 Leadership
vacuums may also produce more conflict between civil servants and political appointees
as non-political employees may become unaccustomed to political direction and react
more sharply to such direction when it is provided.

Agency accountability
Gaps in agency leadership ultimately undermine agency accountability and public trust
in the bureaucracy. The legitimacy of the vast American administrative state rests, in large
part, on its accountability to the president and to Congress through its appointed leadership. As the Supreme Court explained in Chevron v. Natural Resources Defense Council, a
landmark case on deference to agency actions: “While agencies are not directly accountable to the people, the Chief Executive is, and it is entirely appropriate for this political
branch of the Government to make such policy choices—resolving the competing interests which Congress itself either inadvertently did not resolve, or intentionally left to be
resolved by the agency charged with the administration of the statute in light of everyday
realities.”25 Agency claims of public representation through the presidential nomination
and Senate confirmation process are far less convincing if there are large periods of time
when there are few officials who have gone through that process.
To be certain, agency vacancies are not always costly. They may actually be desirable for
policymaking in at least two circumstances. First, vacancies may allow the president to
select more qualified people for critical positions. It may be possible to fill a top agency
position in two months with someone who campaigned for the president but who lacks
significant relevant expertise. But it may take six months to find someone who has more
experience but is unknown to the White House and willing to take the job. Second, the
inaction fostered by leadership vacancies may be beneficial if there is no agreement
on what the agency should be doing. If there is considerable conflict about agency
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priorities—either as a political matter or because of the uncertainty of the issue area—
vacancies may prevent premature decisions.
Despite these possible benefits, agency vacancies are generally harmful to a well-functioning federal bureaucracy. Steps can be taken to improve the quality of appointees without
encouraging delays in the appointments process. And appointees can choose to postpone
decisions or make incremental policy judgments in issue areas with high uncertainty, especially if directed to do so by the White House.
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Recommendations and conclusion
When it comes to agency leaders, public attention targets the very top spots, namely the
cabinet and cabinet-rank officials. But a full cabinet often masks vacancies in the lower
layers of executive agencies. This report has shown that in recent administrations many
critical agency positions took months to staff with Senate-confirmed presidential appointees and that many of these positions did not stay filled for long. The incoming president
should take steps to decrease the number and length of such vacancies as these frequent
openings contribute to agency inaction, confusion among civil servants, and decreased
legitimacy of federal agencies.

Decreasing the number of vacancies
To decrease the number of vacant positions within an administration, agency appointees
must serve for longer. Several reforms could meet that objective. Specifically:
The president should get executive agency officials to commit to serve for a full presidential term. If a four-year commitment is not feasible, the president should obtain a two-

year promise. (The president could still ask any official serving at his pleasure to step down
at any time). Such commitments are not legally binding, but they discourage potential
appointees from using government service as a quick stepping stone to more financially
lucrative jobs in the private sector.
Both Presidents Carter and George H.W. Bush asked their appointees to stay for a full
term. Although the performance of these presidents was mixed—indeed, neither was
reelected—both devoted energy to trying to improve the quality and tenure of agency
appointees. President Carter created a “talent bank” of individuals to draw from for key
positions.26 President H.W. Bush, the only recent president with significant prior federal
agency experience, had firm ideas about improving the performance of the bureaucracy.
He actually fired many Republican appointees who were serving at the end of President
Reagan’s administration.27
Many questions are asked of potential appointees. President-elect Obama’s vetting form
asks government job seekers about tax payments for domestic workers and even embarrassing blog posts. It would be easy—and at least as important—to ask how long such
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applicants plan to stay in the agency and if they would promise to commit to a two- or
four-year stint in government service.
All agency leaders should receive more comprehensive and institutionalized training. Training should cover the incoming leaders’ agency, the wider administrative state,

congressional appropriations and oversight, and the White House regulatory review
process, as well as media relations, management, interactions with the civil service, and
other executive skills. If agency leaders perform better and face less hostile oversight from
within and outside their agency, they will be more likely to serve longer.
New members of Congress have an intensive orientation at the Capitol; they can also
attend a supplemental week-long training at Harvard University. Agency leaders generally have received nothing comparable, despite their similarly critical responsibilities.28
Appointee training in recent administrations has varied widely. Indeed, there was no
branch-wide orientation for agency leaders during President Clinton’s first term. Although
Congress appropriated funding for the first time in 2000 (but not again in 2004) for
appointee training, there is still no standard orientation for agency leaders.29 Part of the
difficulty is timing. Congressional turnover almost always occurs at regular intervals, but
agency officials are constantly coming and going. There could, however, be an intensive
training for new agency officials in the first few months of each presidential term, which
could be recorded for later appointees to access electronically.30
Congress should increase the salary and benefits of agency leaders, if feasible.

Congress can decrease the opportunity cost for entering public service for several years by
making government service more financially attractive. This is not to say that government
service should pay these officials what they could earn in the private sector. But political
appointees should earn sufficient income and benefits such that taking on critical public
service is not a financial burden, especially for those with college or other family expenses.
The National Commission on the Public Service recommended in its 1989 report, for
instance, that agency leaders should be able to qualify for “up to three months of severance pay with full benefits as a bridge to outside employment.”31 If severance pay were
available, appointees would spend less time looking for their next job while they should be
working for the public.

Decreasing the length of vacancies
To decrease the length of vacancies in critical agency positions, the president should
announce his nominations more quickly, when he first takes office and after an appointee
in a position departs. Several proposals could meet that goal. Specifically:
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The president should pay more attention to lower-level appointments in executive
agencies. Although public attention tracks only the highest appointments, the president

should also tend to positions that will not grab headlines yet will be instrumental in implementing his policies. Such focus does not mean sustained participation by the president
in hiring decisions for any of the approximately 1,100 Senate-confirmed agency jobs. But
it does require the president to retain considerable control over the appointments process
and treat lower-level agency appointments as a presidential priority.
Presidents Carter and Reagan are two opposing examples. President Carter, at the start
of his administration, delegated considerable authority to his cabinet secretaries over
who would be selected to fill lower-level positions in the agencies.32 This delegation left
President Carter relatively powerless against his own cabinet, at least in the first years of
his term. By contrast, President Reagan wielded his appointment power carefully to maintain close control over the federal bureaucracy. He and his staff tried to choose individuals
loyal first to him, rather than to agency clients or interest groups.33
The presidential personnel office should plan for future appointments after initial
appointees take their positions. Specifically, the office should anticipate that a particu-

lar Senate-confirmed executive agency position will be filled, on average, by at least two
people during a presidential term. In addition, when a cabinet secretary departs, many
lower officials often follow. The personnel office should therefore be prepared for a wave
of vacancies in an agency when the top official resigns. The office could construct a personnel team that draws members from across the administration and, much like in disaster
response, would spring into action if certain jobs became vacant—for example, critical
positions at the Treasury Department, Office of the Director of National Intelligence,
Defense Department, and FEMA.
This preparation for filling agency vacancies requires low turnover in the presidential
personnel office itself. President H.W. Bush benefitted from such stability in his personnel operations. He had tasked Chase Untermeyer—an unlikely appointee for key White
House or cabinet jobs—to plan the transition before his election and then named him to
head his personnel office.34
President Clinton’s transition was far more chaotic. Richard Riley, whom President
Clinton put in charge of sub-cabinet appointments, soon turned to preparing for his own
nomination as secretary of education. Warren Christopher, President Clinton’s transition
director, was selected as secretary of state. As one scholar of presidential transitions noted,
“Perhaps the worst danger is the one Clinton faced: a personnel operation and a transition
whose principals end up with cabinet positions to the detriment of the personnel office.”35
The president should ask political appointees in federal agencies to provide four
weeks notice of resignation. Four weeks notice would allow the presidential person-

nel office to start actively vetting individuals for appointment before the presiding office
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holder departs. Indeed, the departing and incoming appointee might be more likely to
meet, which would provide more training to the new official, thereby promoting longer
tenure. The president would still retain his authority to fire many appointees at will and to
remove other appointees for cause at any time.
In the private sector, employees generally have a legal duty (sometimes contractually
based) to give reasonable notice of resignation so that their employer can find a replacement in time to prevent damage to its business. Non-political government workers also
often face similar requirements. For instance, assistant U.S. attorneys for the District of
Columbia must agree to not only stay four years but also provide at least 60 days notice
before resigning.

Moving forward
These six proposals to decrease the number and length of vacancies in important agency
positions are reasonable and feasible to implement. Five are within the direct control of
the White House and do not require any fundamental shifts in the agency appointments
process. The remaining one—seeking increased salary and benefits for appointees—
requires legislative action that may be impossible in the current economy. Nevertheless,
small increases in benefits may be financially obtainable.
Many commissions and commentators have called for more radical changes—most
notably, cutting a large number of political appointments in the bureaucracy or significantly decreasing the confirmation lag.36 This report does not take a position on
the merits of eliminating many political positions. Either way, such a change would be
politically impossible to implement. Paperwork should surely be streamlined among
the White House, Senate, and agencies conducting background checks during the
appointments process, but the substance of the Senate confirmation process should not
be abbreviated, particularly in times of united government. If a primary concern about
agency vacancies is the lack of accountability for agency action (or inaction), compressing the Senate’s role compounds that concern.
The federal administrative state has tremendous power to shape a range of public policies,
from environment protection to disaster preparation and response. Despite its immense
size and scope, there are only about 1,100 Senate-confirmed presidential positions at the
top. As this report shows, however, these positions are often empty—particularly when
presidents first come into the White House, as well as after a few years due to short tenures and before presidents leave office. The consequences for such vacancies are profound
for public policy and democratic legitimacy. Some simple feasible reforms could improve
the appointments process by increasing the tenure of agency officials in important positions and decreasing the time needed to select individuals for these positions.
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Appendix: Data methodology
The information on agency vacancies in this report comes from a new database of agency
appointments constructed by the author. The Office of Personnel Management provided
the start and end dates of service of all Senate-confirmed and recess presidential appointees who worked in the federal bureaucracy sometime between January 1977 and January
2005, along with information on the position in which they served. This report excludes
data on appointees in independent regulatory commissions, boards, government-chartered corporations, and similar institutions.
The database includes information on Senate-confirmed and recess presidential appointees
at the following agencies: Central Intelligence Agency, Council of Economic Advisors,
Council on Environmental Quality, Department of Agriculture, Department of Commerce,
Department of Defense, Department of Education, Department of Energy, Department
of Health and Human Services, Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Department of Justice (excluding U.S. attorneys), Department of Labor, Department of
State (excluding ambassadors), Department of Transportation, Department of Treasury,
Department of Veterans Affairs, Environmental Protection Agency, Federal Emergency
Management Agency, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, General Services
Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Office of Management
and Budget, Office of National Drug Control Policy, Office of Personnel Management,
Office of Science and Technology Policy, Office of the United States Trade Representative,
Peace Corps, Selective Service Administration, United States Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, and the United States Agency for International Development.37
For these agencies, the database includes start dates for 2,862 individuals.38 Because some
appointees were still serving when OPM provided the data, the database has end dates for
only 2,724 officials. Nomination and confirmation dates were obtained from the Library
of Congress’s presidential nominations database, which contains such dates for the 100th
(1987-1988) and later Congresses. The appointments database used in this report has nomination and confirmation dates for 1,762 appointees who served between 1987 and 2005.
These dates—start of service, end of service, nomination date (as received by the Senate, if
available), and confirmation date (if available)—were used to calculate various measures
of vacancy length for each unique position in the data (for example, secretary of commerce,
assistant administrator for water at the EPA, etc.). First, the number of days between the last
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day of service of an appointee in a position and the first day of service of the next appointee
in that position was determined.39 Second, for more recent appointees, the nomination lag
(from the last day of service of an appointee to the nomination of a new appointee) and confirmation lag (from nomination to confirmation) were also calculated. Third, for appointees
with both start and end dates, tenure in a particular position was calculated.
Position types were coded as follows: The cabinet secretary category contains cabinet
secretaries for all current cabinet departments except the Department of Homeland
Security, including administrators of the Veterans Administration before it became a
cabinet department in 1989. The deputy secretary category contains the second most
senior person for all departments contained in the cabinet secretary group. This position
was often an under secretary in earlier administrations but is now a deputy secretary. The
agency head category contains leaders of stand-alone agencies—for example, the administrator of the EPA and the United States trade representative—and agencies within cabinet
departments such as the secretary of the Army and the commissioner of food and drugs.
The deputy agency head category contains the second most senior person for all agencies
contained in the agency head group. The assistant secretary category contains all assistant
secretary positions and assistant attorneys general positions, except for those classified as
technical below. The under secretary category contains all specific under secretary positions and associate attorneys general positions. The inspector general category contains
all inspectors general. The general counsel category contains all general counsels and
similar positions such as solicitor of labor, solicitor general, legal advisor). The technical
position category contains technical positions, including chief financial officers, controllers, comptrollers, scientists, science advisors, members of the CEA and CEQ, and the
chief of protocol. The low-level position category contains low-level positions, including
deputy assistant secretaries, administrators or directors of offices, deputy administrators
or deputy directors of offices, special assistants, deputy undersecretaries, associate deputy
secretaries, counselors, deputy advisors, and special trustees. The other category contains
appointees in positions not identified by title in the OPM data.
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